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Image processing and filtering is very important for obtaining good quality images. One of the problems of some images is the

narrowness of the borders of the objects. A technique called gradient filtering deals with this problem. I outline a method for

performing nonlinear gradient filtering. I use a program called QDNLFILT which performs adaptive smoothing using a simpler

algorithm than the one used by program PMNMFILT. The original program QDNLFILT was written in ANSI C by D. Flater.

QDNLFILT works on 8-bit rawbits pixmaps and greymaps with 256 grey levels and on STDIN and STDOUT. Linear

sharpening works better than nonlinear sharpening. I have written a version of this program for gradient filtering of an image

that draws curves in the smoothest surfaces and not the roughest ones. The programs are free software under the terms of the

GNU General Public License.
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INTRODUCTION

Digital images can be contrasted by using either frequency or spatial filtering. The main inconvenient of the frequency filtering

lies on a prohibitive computational charge, so that it is frequent to use spatial filters, receiving this name by directly actuating in

the spatial domain of the filtered signals, which are an approximation to frequency filters.1 The contrast improvement of digital

images is not out of this search for simplicity and calculation speed, so frequency filters are seldom applied.2-8

Phase (gradient) filtering allows to point out the lines limiting portions of the image.9 Wallis  logarithmic frontier

detector is characterized by the application of the following mask to each image pixel:
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The specialized literature is full of examples and counterexamples of the application of linear and nonlinear filters for

image contrasting. One can say that every researcher has his prescription  and that nothing can be said a priori   on the quality

of a particular filter, being necessary to evaluate very carefully the effects of the filter for each particular image.

CALCULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Image processing and filtering is very important for obtaining good quality images.10,11 One of the problems of some images is

the narrowness of the borders of the objects. A technique called phase (gradient) filtering deals with this problem. I outline a

method for performing gradient filtering. This method has been implemented in the QDNLFILT program.12
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Table: Information of the images.

Image Size Memorya File lengtha

Cos Twist 256∞256   64.0   64.0

Downpour 171∞141 23.7 23.6

Snowflake 529∞792 411.5 409.2

Myofibril 258∞258   65.5   65.0

Starter   42∞43     1.8     1.8

Bacteria 100∞100     9.8     9.8

Bacteriophage T4 420∞212   87.0   87.0

aMemory used in kilobytes (1 kilobyte = 1024 bytes).

The QDNLFILT program performs adaptive smoothing using a simpler algorithm than the one used by program

PMNMFILT. The original program QDNLFILT Version 1 was written in ANSI C by D. Flater.12 QDNLFILT works on 8-bit

rawbits pixmaps and greymaps with 256 grey levels and on STDIN and STDOUT. Linear sharpening works better than

nonlinear sharpening. When using the program, several options are allowed: (1) light nonlinear smoothing (FACTOR = 0.2),

(2) heavy nonlinear smoothing (FACTOR = 0.8) and (3) maximum smoothing (FACTOR = 1.0).

I have written a version of this program (called QDNLFILT-GRADIENT) that performs Wallis  logarithmic frontier

detector filter. In this work, I have used a very light nonlinear gradient filtering (FACTOR = 0.05). The results obtained with

our version of the program are compared with the original one using 6 images. The images are greymaps with 256 grey levels

in PGM portable bitmap format. The information of these images is reported in the Table. The new program is rather quick and

effective.

The original Cos Twist image is a Moiré pattern (Figure 1a). The gradient image shows this Moiré pattern even in the

smoothest regions (Figure 1b).
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     (a)           (b)

Figure 1. Cos Twist image: a) original image, and b) gradient image.

The original Downpour image from high energy physics consists of a beam spreading filaments (see Figure 4a). The

gradient image enhances the resolution at the filaments (Figure 4b).

  (a)  (b)

Figure 1. Cos Twist image: a) original image, and b) gradient image.

The original Snowflake image is a Moiré pattern (Figure 2a). The edges  in the gradient image (Figure 2b) are strongly

marked in both the foreground and background.
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Figure 2. Snowflake image: a) original image, and b) gradient image.

The original Myofibril micrograph is shown in Figure 3a. The gradient image detects a Moiré pattern even in the

smoothest regions (Figure 3b).

     (a)           (b)

Figure 3. Myofibril image: a) original image, and b) gradient image.

The original Starter DNA micrograph is displayed in Figure 4a. Some edges  in the gradient image (Figure 4b) are

rather marked.

The original Bacteria micrograph is displayed in Figure 5a. The cell walls are rather diffuse (figure 5a). In the gradient

image (Figure 5b), the call walls are more marked.

    (a)        (b)

Figure 4. Starter image: a) original image, and b) gradient image.
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 (a)  (b)

Figure 5. Bacteria micrograph: a) original image, and b) gradient image.

The original Bacteriophage T4 virus micrograph is displayed in Figure 6a. The capside is at the right. From the

binding side (left apex), the anchoring structures emerge to the left. Some edges  in the gradient image (Figure 6b) are slightly

marked (at the bottom right); a Moiré pattern has been detected in both the foreground and background.
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Figure 6. Bacteriophage T4 virus image: a) original image, and b) gradient image.

The QDNLFILT series of programs are free software under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published

by the Free Software Foundation.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper I have substituted the gradient filtering algorithm for the mean filtering procedure in a version of the QDNLFILT

program for image smoothing. The results obtained with our programs are compared with the original algorithm. From the

results of our work, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. Gradient filtering of an image with program QDNLFILT-GRADIENT strengthens the borders and bars of the

images and shows greater discrimination power than classic filtering.
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2. A light nonlinear gradient filtering (5%) has increased the contrast of the images without quality reduction.

3. The new program QDNLFILT-GRADIENT are rather quick and effective when compared with the original

algorithm QDNLFILT and with program PMNMFILT.
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